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Experimental M4 and M5 cross-section curves of some sixth-period elements were observed to exhibit an
abnormal crossover above 20 keV, when the M5 binding energy is taken from the most commonly used databases
available in the literature for the assessment of absorption effects [Aguilar, Castellano, Segui, Trincavelli,
and Carreras, J. Anal. At. Spectrom. 38, 751 (2023)]. This clearly suggests the need for a revision of the
published binding-energy values [Bearden and Burr, Rev. Mod. Phys. 39, 125 (1967); Larkins, At. Data Nucl.
Data Tables 20, 311 (1977)]. The self-absorption effects of the Mβ line and of bremsstrahlung in an energy
region close to the M5 binding energy were analyzed by using energy and wavelength dispersive spectroscopy,
respectively. An important inconsistency in the x-ray absorption was found when assessed accordingly with
the literature, which led to shift the M5-edge positions of Re, Os, Ir, and Pt. In the particular case of rhenium,
theoretical calculations have been performed to assess M binding energies. To this end, the many-electron Dirac
equation was numerically solved to estimate the configuration energies associated with M5 one-vacancy states.
The binding energies obtained are consistent with the present experimental results, and with the most widely
accepted characteristic-energy values.
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I. INTRODUCTION24

X-ray attenuation in matter is involved in many areas25

ranging from radiation therapies to materials characterization26

by means of spectroscopical techniques. To properly describe27

this attenuation, the knowledge of absorption edge positions,28

closely related to the binding energies of the electrons in the29

different atomic levels, is of crucial importance. The accuracy30

of these parameters directly impacts not only the many ap-31

plications aforementioned but also a number of experiments32

related to the interaction of radiation with matter [1–6].33

Despite the evident intrinsic importance of these binding34

energies as fundamental parameters in atomic physics, the35

data available in the literature, usually taken as reference36

values, have been measured more than four decades ago37

[7]. Unfortunately, little effort has lately been devoted to the38

experimental determination of these edges, although many39

technological advances have given rise to a number of new40

measurement tools.41

To date, three experimental methods have been used to42

address the determination of binding energies. These meth-43

ods are based on x-ray absorption spectroscopy (XAS), x-ray44

photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS), and x-ray emission spec-45

troscopy techniques.46

X-ray absorption spectroscopy is an approach used by sev-47

eral authors [8–12] and is based on the measurement of the48

fraction of x-ray photons transmitted through a thin sample as49

*alejocarreras@unc.edu.ar

a function of the photon energy in an energy region close to 50

the absorption edge. There are several criteria for determining 51

the position of this edge, among which the location of the 52

maximum of the derivative of the attenuation coefficient μ 53

with respect to the incident energy is commonly chosen [13]. 54

Thus, the uncertainties arising from these measurements in- 55

volve errors associated with the experimental setup and also 56

with the method used to determine the edge position in the 57

spectrum. 58

In x-ray photoelectron spectroscopy, the inner-shell elec- 59

trons are excited by incident photons of well-defined energy 60

hν, and they are ejected with a kinetic energy EK —measured 61

by a spectrometer—, which in the frozen orbital approxima- 62

tion is related to the electron binding energy according to 63

EK = hν − Ebin − φ,

where Ebin is the photoelectron binding energy and φ is the 64

spectrometer work function [14]. The photoelectron spectrum 65

as a function of Ebin exhibits structures corresponding to the 66

energies of the orbitals from which the photoelectrons are 67

removed. The absorption edge is chosen as the position of the 68

maximum of the structure associated with this edge. Neverthe- 69

less, it must be taken into account that when a photoelectron is 70

removed, the ionized atom relaxes. Thus, some of the remain- 71

ing electron orbitals decrease their energy imparting extra 72

kinetic energy to the emitted electron. Therefore the measured 73

binding energy should be lower than expected [15]. 74

When x-ray emission spectroscopy is chosen, absorption 75

edges are calculated as differences between characteristic 76
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energies, taking at least one absorption edge as reference.77

Bearden and Burr [7] used this approach by determining78

characteristic x-ray energies and combining them with a few79

absorption edges measured by XPS. It must be emphasized80

that the Bearden and Burr database is one of the most widely81

used today and these data are included in many recent compi-82

lations. According to this database, for elements with atomic83

number Z between 72 and 78, the M5 binding energy EM584

is slightly below the energy of the Mβ emission line (M4N685

decay) [7,16–18], which implies a strong self-absorption of86

these characteristic x-rays when traversing the sample towards87

the detector.88

The Mβ-line self-absorption in some sixth period elements89

depends critically on the EM5 value, as well as on the mass90

absorption coefficient μ. In a recent study [19], an abnormal91

crossover between M4 and M5 cross sections was observed92

around 25 keV, when the M5 binding energy is taken from93

the most commonly used databases available in the literature.94

This suggests the need of carefully studying the location of the95

M5 absorption edge with respect to the Mβ emission energy,96

since characteristic energies are known with higher precision.97

The present work combines experimental and theoreti-98

cal approaches to study the position of the M5 absorption99

edge of some sixth-period elements. To this purpose, the100

bremsstrahlung absorption around the Re M5 edge was sur-101

veyed by means of wavelength dispersive x-ray spectroscopy.102

In addition, for elements with atomic number Z between 72103

and 83, the Mα/Mβ (M5N6,7/M4N6) intensity ratios were104

determined by energy dispersive x-ray spectroscopy and com-105

pared with the corresponding predictions involving tabulated106

data for EM5 and μ. Finally, fully relativistic calculations107

implemented by using the Hebrew University Lawrence Liv-108

ermore Atomic Code (HULLAC) suite [20] were performed109

for solving the many-electron Dirac equation, to provide an110

estimate for the configuration energies associated with M5111

one-vacancy states.112

II. EXPERIMENT113

X-ray emission spectra for elements with 72 � Z � 83114

were obtained from pure bulk standards (Micro-Analysis Con-115

sultants, Ltd.). Since these polished standards are embedded116

in a nonconductive resin within a brass block, a carbon coating117

was used to ensure adequate conductivity. The thickness of118

the carbon layer was determined in a previous work [19] by119

measuring spectra from a region of the brass block close to the120

standards used. A thickness of (22.1 ± 0.8) nm was obtained121

from the spectral fit performed by means of the software122

POEMA [21]. Note that this carbon layer is thin enough and123

does not affect the assessments performed along this work.124

The targets were irradiated with 5 and 20 keV electrons125

in a Carl Zeiss �igma field emission scanning microscope.126

The x-ray spectra were acquired with an energy dispersive127

spectrometer (EDS), equipped with an Oxford silicon drift128

detector, whose front window is an ultrathin polymer layer,129

supported by a silicon grid 380 µm thick with 77% open area.130

To study in detail one of the elements considered, several131

pure rhenium spectra were measured with an INCA WAVE132

700 wavelength dispersive spectrometer (WDS) attached to a133

LEO 1450 VP scanning electron microscope, with an electron134

γ

β

α

FIG. 1. Rhenium EDS spectrum for a 20 keV electron beam.
Dots: experimental; red solid and green dashed lines: overall fits
choosing different values for EM5 edge; gray lines: diagram tran-
sitions; red thin dotted line: background choosing EM5 = 1883 eV;
green dotted line: background choosing EM5 = 1907 eV.

beam of 20 keV and 260–280 nA and a take-off angle of 29◦. 135

The arrangement of the WDS is Johansson type for the PET 136

crystal used. A single spectrum was built by adding the spectra 137

collected in order to achieve better statistics. 138

III. SPECTRAL PROCESSING 139

All the spectra analyzed here were fitted by using a spectral 140

processing tool previously developed and implemented in the 141

software POEMA [21]. The spectral processing method consists 142

in fitting a function to the experimental data by optimizing the 143

instrumental and atomic parameters involved in the analytical 144

description. The estimate provided for the x-ray intensity at 145

the energy E is given by 146

N = B(E ) +
∑

q

PqSq(E ), (1)

where B is the background radiation, Sq is a function account- 147

ing for the peak shape, which, in the case of an EDS spectrum, 148

is a Gaussian function corrected by peak asymmetry, and Pq 149

is the intensity of the characteristic q line. For Ne incident 150

electrons of energy Ei, this intensity is given by 151

Pq,i = Neσ̃q,iωq pq(ZAF )q,iε(Eq), (2)

where σ̃q,i is the final vacancy production cross section of the 152

atomic shell related to the q line evaluated at the energy Ei, 153

ωq is the corresponding fluorescence yield, pq and Eq are the 154

relative transition probability and the characteristic energy of 155

the q line, respectively; Z , A, and F are related to the so- 156

called atomic number, absorption and fluorescence correction 157

factors, respectively, and ε is the spectrometer efficiency. 158

IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 159

Figure 1 shows an EDS spectrum for rhenium induced by 160

20 keV electrons, along with two fitting curves relying on 161

the mass absorption coefficients given in Ref. [22] for two 162
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β

α

FIG. 2. Rhenium WDS spectrum. Dots: experimental; pink lines:
fit (solid) and background (dotted) choosing EM5 = 1883 eV; green
lines: fit (dashed) and background (solid) choosing EM5 = 1907 eV;
gray solid lines: diagram transitions; gray dashed lines: satellite
transitions.

different choices of EM5 : 1883 eV, as given in Refs. [7,17],163

and a value of 1907 eV proposed here, as obtained by the164

theoretical calculations described below, slightly above the Re165

Mβ emission energy. Although the final fits look quite similar,166

certain parameters involved in the spectral description bear167

very different values. When using the proposed EM5 value,168

the absorption correction for the Mβ line changes by a factor169

≈2, strongly influencing the estimation of atomic parameters170

obtained from the spectral fitting, such as the M4-subshell171

ionization cross section [19].172

A WDS spectrum corresponding to the Re Mα–Mβ region173

is shown in Fig. 2, which also displays the contribution of174

diagram and satellite lines in gray. Clearly, the predicted back-175

ground contribution is not suitable when using the EM5 value176

reported in Refs. [7,17], since the expected jump cannot be177

observed at 1883 eV in the experimental spectrum. A better178

spectral fitting is attained when the M5 edge is shifted above179

the Mβ emission energy. Notice that a jump in the background180

around 1907 eV would be concealed within the statistical181

fluctuations of the Mβ peak.182

Another approach that can help to survey the location of the183

M5 absorption edge arises from comparing experimental and184

calculated Mα/Mβ intensity ratios obtained with electrons185

impinging with two different beam energies, E1 and E0. By186

normalizing the Mα/Mβ intensity ratio obtained with E1 to187

that corresponding to a lower incident energy E0, the influence188

of several relaxation and detection parameters (fluorescence189

yields, radiative transition probabilities, and spectrometer ef-190

ficiency) can be readily avoided. In the present work, values of191

20 and 5 keV were chosen for E1 and E0, respectively, which192

lead to clearly different absorption effects. Thus, theoretical193

Qtheor and experimental Qexpt ratios are defined as194

Qtheor = Pα,1/Pβ,1

Pα,0/Pβ,0
, (3)

σ
σ

FIG. 3. Theoretical M4 (lines) and M5 (symbols) ionization cross
sections σ based on the distorted wave Born approximation approach
[27] for several elements, normalized to their corresponding maxima
σ m, as a function of the overvoltage U .

and 195

Qexpt = Iα,1/Iβ,1

Iα,0/Iβ,0
, (4)

where Iα,i and Iβ,i are the experimental intensities for Mα and 196

Mβ emission lines at the incidence energy Ei, respectively. 197

Equation (2) may be replaced in Eq. (3), obtaining 198

Qtheor =
[
σ̃α,1(ZAF )α,1

]/[
σ̃β,1(ZAF )β,1

]
[
σ̃α,0(ZAF )α,0

]/[
σ̃β,0(ZAF )β,0

] . (5)

In this expression, it is expected that Zα,i � Zβ,i and Fα,i � 199

Fβ,i. On the one hand, the Z correction depends only on 200

the overvoltage U = Ei/EMq for a given element and Uα,i � 201

Uβ,i for the incidence energies considered. Besides, the F 202

correction is usually unimportant, particularly for the case 203

of M lines, for which the fluorescence yield coefficients are 204

very small. In fact, after numerical evaluation [21,23], it was 205

observed that the ratio 206

ZF = (ZF )α,1/(ZF )β,1

(ZF )α,0/(ZF )β,0
(6)

differs from unity by less than 3%. Therefore, Eq. (5) can be 207

reduced to 208

Qtheor � [σ̃α,1Aα,1]/[σ̃β,1Aβ,1]

[σ̃α,0Aα,0]/[σ̃β,0Aβ,0]
. (7)

Several authors have described the ionization cross sec- 209

tion using relatively simple expressions that depend mainly 210

on the overvoltage and a few parameters related to the con- 211

sidered shell [24,25]. Furthermore, according to Ref. [26] a 212

single function f (U ) depending on the overvoltage is a rea- 213

sonable approach for cross-section curves, normalized to their 214

corresponding maxima σ̃ m
q for different elements and shells. 215

Particularly, this can be verified for M4 and M5 subshells in 216

Fig. 3, which displays a set of ionization cross sections as- 217

sessed by means of a sophisticated model [27] for several 218

elements in the range of interest. The σ̃ ratios for beam energy 219
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FIG. 4. Values obtained for the Q ratios as a function of the
atomic number, using the EM5 values from Refs. [7,17] (spheres),
and modified values with EM5 above the energy of the Mβ line (open
circles).

Ei can then be approximated as220

σ̃α,i

σ̃β,i
= σ̃ m

α f (Uα,i )

σ̃ m
β f (Uβ,i )

,

and thus the quotient221

S = σ̃α,1/σ̃β,1

σ̃α,0/σ̃β,0
(8)

is quite close to unity for all the elements considered in this222

work, because the maxima are canceled out and Uα,i � Uβ,i223

for both energies. Indeed, this ratio also differs from unity by224

less than 3%, as confirmed by a numerical assessment. Finally,225

Eq. (7) can be approximated by226

Qtheor � A = Aα,1/Aβ,1

Aα,0/Aβ,0
, (9)

To survey how accurate the theoretical approach provided227

by Qtheor may be, the parameter228

Q = Qexpt

Qtheor
(10)

was assessed. If Qtheor is adequate, the factor Q must be close229

to unity. In Fig. 4, the factors Q obtained by using the EM5230

values from Refs. [7,17] and values arbitrarily shifted to lie231

slightly above the Mβ energy are plotted as a function of Z232

for elements with 72 � Z � 83. The evident deviation of Q233

from unity for Re, Os, Ir, and Pt, when using the EM5 value234

from Refs. [7,17], suggests an inadequate assessment of Qtheor
235

in Eq. (9), since the uncertainty in the determination of Qexpt
236

in Eq. (4) is very low and similar for all the studied elements.237

It is therefore clear that the deviation mentioned must be238

attributed to a problem in the assessment of the absorption cor-239

rection. Particularly, the absorption of the Mα line is almost240

independent of the M5-edge position; instead, the estimation241

for the Mβ line self-absorption is very sensitive to the value242

chosen for EM5 , since if EM5 < EMβ , there is a strong self-243

absorption, whereas if EM5 > EMβ , the Mβ line absorption244

effect is similar to that undergone by the Mα line, because 245

none of these characteristic decays can excite the M5 level. 246

Therefore, the higher Q-ratio values for 75 � Z � 78 dis- 247

played in Fig. 4 can be attributed to an incorrect location of 248

the M5 edge respect to the Mβ line, which leads to a wrong 249

evaluation of the self-absorption. Shifting EM5 above the Mβ 250

emission energy yields better values for Q ratios in this Z 251

range, although for lower Z values the M5 binding energies 252

published in Refs. [7,17] appear to be correct. 253

The estimation of the uncertainties displayed in Fig. 4 254

arises from error propagation in Eq. (10). Taking into account 255

Eqs. (5), (6), (8), and (9), the uncertainty 
Q can be expressed 256

in terms of the uncertainties 
Qexpt, 
A, 
(ZF ), and 
S as 257

(

Q

Q

)2

=
(


Qexpt

Qexpt

)2

+
(


A

A

)2

+
(


(ZF )

ZF

)2

+
(


S

S

)2

. (11)

The first term corresponds to the propagation of statistical 258

uncertainties in the intensities of Eq. (4), the second term is 259

obtained by assessing the variation of the A factor arising 260

from modifying the attenuation coefficient in 30%, according 261

to Chantler [22], and the last two terms were evaluated as the 262

departure of ZF and S from unity. 263

In a previous determination of x-ray production cross sec- 264

tions σ X of Re (Z = 75) and Os (Z = 76) [19], a deviation 265

of the M4 subshell curve from the general trend was observed 266

between 20 and 30 keV when using the EM5 value reported 267

in Refs. [7,17]. Particularly, a crossover of σ X curves corre- 268

sponding to M4 and M5 subshells occurs for osmium in this 269

energy region, which contradicts the existence of a unique 270

function that describes the behavior of the cross section in 271

terms of the overvoltage [26]. It is worth mentioning that this 272

crossover is observed to disappear when the edge energy is 273

shifted above the Mβ line. 274

The results obtained for the parameter Q, plotted in Fig. 4, 275

show that the M5 edge must be on the high-energy side of the 276

Mβ line for Z � 75, and very close to this line, as suggested 277

by the fits displayed for rhenium in Fig. 2. For this reason, 278

the experimental determination of the M5 edge energy is not 279

possible by this means, due to the strong overlapping observed 280

with the Mβ line, even with WDS resolution. 281

To study the location of the M5 edge, the integrated code 282

HULLAC [20,28] was used to assess the rhenium configu- 283

ration energies for one-vacancy states in the 3d5/2 subshell 284

(M5), relative to the ground state. Through this software, the 285

Dirac equation was numerically solved, including the Breit 286

interaction energies and quantum electrodynamic corrections 287

in first-order perturbation theory. The detailed level energies 288

were calculated using the fully relativistic multiconfigura- 289

tional RELAC code [29], based on the parametric potential 290

model. The main idea of this model is to describe in a simple 291

fashion the screening of some sensible parametrized charge 292

distribution. This is done by the introduction of a central 293

potential as an analytic function of the screening parameters, 294

which are determined by minimizing the first-order relativistic 295

energy of a set of configurations. This optimized potential 296

is used to calculate all one-electron orbitals and energies, 297
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relativistic multiconfiguration bound states and their ener-298

gies, continuum orbitals, and all the required transition rates.299

The HULLAC code has been used in many atomic structure300

calculation of heavy elements, obtaining results in excellent301

agreement with the experimental ones (see, for example,302

Refs. [30–32]). In the present calculations, the potential was303

first optimized to minimize the energy of the Re ground304

state [Xe]4 f 145d56s2 mixed with the [Xe]4 f 145d66s con-305

figuration. Then, the 3d ionized Re+ (W-like) configuration306

3d94 f 145d56s2 (mixed with 3d94 f 145d66s) was optimized.307

This potential was used for further structure calculation, but308

the energies of the Re configurations were shifted to obtain the309

values they had with their own optimized potential. The the-310

oretical spectrum of the 3d94 f 145d56s2 configuration shows311

two groups (separated by about 70 eV). The lower one has312

the hole in the 3d5/2 electron (M5 transition), and the other313

group is formed by a 3d3/2-electron vacancy (M4 transition).314

The effect of the configuration interaction in the Re ground315

level energies was studied by adding more configurations in316

the structure calculation—even trying double-excited config-317

urations such as the 4 f 145d7—but no important contribution318

was found. Since this configuration is separated by more than319

50 eV from the ground 4 f 145d56s2 configuration, the mixing320

is very small and does not affect the ionization energies.321

To obtain a value of the M5 edge comparable to data322

compiled in the literature, which were determined by means323

of photon incidence, the AUTOSTRUCTURE package [33–35]324

was used to assess photoionization cross sections. When325

considering inner-shell orbitals, relativistic effects must be326

taken into account. Although the AUTOSTRUCTURE code is not327

fully relativistic, it allows performing the calculations in a328

perturbative-relativistic intermediate-coupling mode based on329

a Breit-Pauli Hamiltonian. The code generates the semirel-330

ativistic bound orbital functions, following the approach331

proposed by Cowan and Griffin [36] in which the mass332

velocity and Darwin terms of the Pauli equation for one-333

electron atoms have been added to the usual nonrelativistic334

one-electron Hartree-Fock differential equations. Perturbation335

theory is used to evaluate the remaining one-body (namely,336

spin-orbit) and two-body fine-structure interactions (spin-337

other-orbit and spin-spin) and two-body non-fine-structure338

interactions (i.e., contact spin-spin, two-body Darwin and339

orbit-orbit operators). The continuum orbitals are calculated340

under the distorted-wave approximation. The spectra obtained341

with AUTOSTRUCTURE calculation has the same overall fea-342

tures than those obtained with HULLAC, i.e., two clearly343

separated energy-level groups were obtained, which are easily344

assigned to a hole in the 3d5/2 and in the 3d3/2 subshells.345

According to the present HULLAC results, the lowest level of346

the Re+ configuration that has an electron vacancy in the 3d5/2347

subshell is 3d4
−3d5

+5d3
−5d2

+6s2, J = 5. All the AUTOSTRUC-348

TURE energy values for the levels belonging to this group were349

shifted an amount assessed as the difference of this lowest350

energy value calculated with HULLAC and AUTOSTRUCTURE.351

The difference obtained using both codes for the lowest level352

of the configuration with a hole in 3d3/2 (3d3
−3d6

+5d3
−5d2

+6s2,353

J = 1) is very similar to the previous one, and this value has354

been used in the AUTOSTRUCTURE calculations to displace all355

levels belonging to this second group.356

FIG. 5. Rhenium photoionization cross section calculated with
the AUTOSTRUCTURE code. The positions of the M5 and M4 edges
obtained are also displayed.

Summarizing, photoionization cross sections were calcu- 357

lated with AUTOSTRUCTURE, and the energies were shifted so 358

that the 3d inner-shell ionized configuration energies coin- 359

cided with the values determined by means of HULLAC, which 360

is more reliable since this code involves a fully relativistic 361

model. The total cross section curve was obtained as the sum 362

of the contributions of the different levels; the positions of the 363

M5 and M4 edges at (1907 ± 8) and (1974 ± 8) eV, respec- 364

tively, were determined as the inflection points of this curve, 365

as shown in Fig. 5. The uncertainties were estimated through 366

the first derivative of the fitting function, and considering its 367

width at half maximum. 368

It is interesting to note that the difference between these 369

two values is consistent with the characteristic energies given 370

by Bearden [16]. For instance, as the energies of the Lα1 and 371

Lα2 lines satisfy 372

ELα1 = EL3 − EM5 ,

and 373

ELα2 = EL3 − EM4 ,

it follows 374

ELα1 − ELα2 = EM4 − EM5 . (12)

According to Ref. [16], the first member of Eq. (12) is equal 375

to 66.3 eV, and the value obtained here for the second member 376

is 66.4 eV, showing an excellent agreement. 377

Table I displays the EM5 values available for elements with 378

atomic number between 70 and 83 (columns 3–9). The data 379

published in Refs. [8–12] were obtained by absorption spec- 380

troscopy, whereas the results published in Refs. [17,37] are 381

compilations of data. In the second column, the character- 382

istic Mβ energies taken from Bearden [16] are also shown. 383

It can be seen that, according to several authors [8–12,37], 384

EM5 > EMβ for Re, Os, Ir, and Pt, which is consistent with 385

the test displayed in Fig. 4; whereas the EM5 values taken 386

from Refs. [7] and [17] are lower than the corresponding Mβ 387
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TABLE I. Energy of the M5 edge and the Mβ line, in keV. When available, the estimated uncertainties in the last digits are indicated as
numbers in parentheses. Underlined values correspond to the case EM5 > EMβ . Values in brackets are tentative M5 edge energies, arbitrarily
chosen to be above the Mβ line, as used in the assessments shown in Fig. 4.

EMβ EM5

Z Ref. [16] Ref. [7,17] This work Ref. [37] Ref. [8] Ref. [9] Ref. [10] Ref. [11] Ref. [12]

70 1.5675(4) 1.5278(4) 1.5187
71 1.6312(4) 1.5885(4)
72 1.6976(2) 1.6617(4)
73 1.7655(3) 1.7351(3) 1.759 1.771(2)
74 1.8349(3) 1.8092(3) 1.846 1.8483
75 1.9061(3) 1.8829(3) 1.907(8)
76 1.9783(3) 1.9601(3) [1.99] 1.998 2.0017
77 2.0535(3) 2.0404(3) [2.06] 2.076 2.07993
78 2.1273(4) 2.1216(3)a [2.16] 2.153 2.16152 2.1710(3)
79 2.2046(4) 2.2057(3) 2.241 2.2518(3)
80 2.2825(4) 2.2949(3) 2.321
81 2.3621(5) 2.3893(3) 2.409
82 2.4427(5) 2.4840(3)
83 2.5255(5) 2.5796(3) 2.603(2)

aTaken from Ref. [7]; 2.1211 keV according to Ref. [17].

characteristic energies. In the last column, the EM5 binding388

energy for Re determined along this work is also included, as389

well as the values chosen for Os, Ir, and Pt to perform the test390

shown in Fig. 4.391

V. CONCLUSION392

The energy of the M5 edge is critical when considering393

the self-absorption of Mβ photons for certain elements of the394

sixth period. In opposition to the established EM5 values, the395

present study suggests that these energies should be above the396

Mβ emission energy for Re, Os, Ir, and Pt. Summarizing, the397

following can be stated:398

(1) EMβ > EM5 for 70 � Z � 74, in agreement with399

Refs. [7,17].400

(2) EMβ < EM5 for 75 � Z � 78, unlike Refs. [7,17] (in401

agreement with Refs. [9,10,37]).402

(3) EMβ < EM5 for 79 � Z � 83, in agreement with403

Refs. [7,10,12,17,37].404

Consistently with the present remarks, the wavelength dis-405

persive spectroscopy analysis performed for rhenium does not406

show a defined jump at the energy reported in Refs. [7,17]. In407

addition, the theoretical calculations of configuration energies408

and photoionization cross sections for rhenium led to an EM5409

value slightly above the Mβ emission energy, which supports 410

the conclusions stated above. 411

Surprisingly, the measurement of the binding energies 412

studied here has not been faced by means of modern equip- 413

ments, such as synchrotron experiments with high-resolution 414

analyzing crystals. This evinces the importance of the present 415

work carried out with commercial equipments using electron 416

beams, and also invites researchers to find accurate values 417

with sophisticated equipments, when available. 418
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